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Lubrication in a new light

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for STIC-IT
Fast Drying Assembly Lubricantl Adhesive

Storage & Handline

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Stic-lt lnventory should be kept inside, out of the weather, in a clean area where the
temperature is always above freezing (3zoFi,
Keep lnventory containers sealed untiltaken out of lnventory for use.
Always use first in first out stocking procedure to ensure inventory quality and product
performance repeatability.
With proper handling and storage, Stic-lt has a shelf life of 1 year from blended date
shown on original container.
Once Stic-lt is dispensed from it's originalcontainer, DO NOT return unused portion
back into its original container. lnstead, keep dispensed product in a designated
container with adequate seals to eliminate airborne contaminates and product
evaporation. With care, dispensed and unused Stic-lt can be used again.
DO NOT use Stic-lt with other chemicals.
DO NOT dilute Stic-lt with water or other liquids. USE AS lS,
Before dry, Stic-lt can be cleaned from surfaces with a soap and water mixture using a
sponge or rag.
After Stic-lt drys, removal from surfaces can be achieved by using (lPA) alcohol and
water mixture, 50/50 equal volurnes. Use rubber gloves to prevent drying of skin.
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Lubrication in a new light

Methods for Application

1.

Dip Tank Method; is the most common technique for applying product. Pour Stic-lt into
a clean dip container. This container should be clearly marked and have an available lid

that seals to eliminate evaporation and airborne contaminants after use and during
breaks or shift change. Using rubber gloves, dip the rubber part into Stic-lt. Remove
part, eliminate excess Stic-lt, and assemble. Remember to cover the unused Stic-lt dip
container when not in use.
Brush Method; will give the user more control over the amount of Stic-lt applied and also
will control the placement of Stic-lt to appropriate surfaces before assembly.
Manual Sprav Method: requires the use of a hand operated trigger sprayer, much like a
Windex trigger sprayer. This type of sprayer is available from most hardware suppliers.
?o preserve the function of this type of sprayer, clean with hot water after use by trigger
spraying hot water through the nozzle. Evacuate all water from the sprayer before using

2.
3.

4.

Stic-lt once again.
Engineered and contrived systems may be used as well. Be sure to design a system that
incorporates the ability to completely drain Stic-lt and follow up with a complete water
rinse. Drain and rinse is recommended when the system is presumed to be idle for an
extended period of time.

IMPORTANT NOTE:
To ensure repeat performance results on assembled parts, it is recommended that one
follows the Standard Operating Procedure closely and;
1. Dedicate pumpt tanks, containerq mixers, spray bottles and all other means of
handling and application to Stic-lt ONLY.

2. Although Stic-lt

is a stable product, general practice suggests

that any product,
before dispensing from any vessel be agitated to ensure uniformity.

3.

NEVER AGITATE STIC.IT WITH AIR
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